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Kevin Vigilante, MD, a Booz Allen Hamilton Senior Vice President and the firm’s Chief Medical Officer, leads a team of clinicians, researchers and public health professionals who provide strategic consulting services to health care clients. Prior to joining Booz Allen, Vigilante held appointments on the medical faculty at Yale and then at Brown. At Brown he was Director of Emergency and Ambulatory Services at the Miriam Hospital and held an appointment in the Department of Immunology and Infectious Diseases. A former member of the National Committee for Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS) and former National Kellogg Fellow he has published widely. Vigilante holds a degree in philosophy from Johns Hopkins University, a medical degree from the Cornell University Medical College and a Masters in Public Health from the Harvard School of Public Health. He did his residency in internal medicine at Yale New Haven Hospital.

Contact: Please see Kevin for contact information.
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**Michael Keller, PhD,** a senior associate with Booz Allen Hamilton leading the life sciences research and informatics business in the civil health market. His professional experience includes developing informatics implementation strategies across federal, commercial and not-for-profit clients and managing multi-disciplinary teams to develop and deploy solutions based on those strategies. He received his doctorate in microbiology and immunology with a specialization in molecular virology.

**Contact:** Keller_Michael@bah.com

**Anna Fernandez, PhD, PMP,** Dr. Fernandez has over 14 years of healthcare experience with subject matter expertise spanning medical imaging, biorepository management and translational informatics solutions. She leads informatics initiatives from strategy, data models, to pilot and to production systems in translational research, including precision medicine and oncology data sharing and analytic efforts. Her projects includes support for the NCI cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Pediatric Heart Network Grid, and radiology (American College of Radiology), and international cardiology non-profits involving data discovery, data sharing, and analytic platforms. She holds a BS in Electrical Engineering from University of Maryland, College Park and a MS and PhD in Biomedical Engineering, from Duke University.

**Contact:** Fernandez_Ana@bah.com

**Natasha Sefcovic, PhD**, Dr. Natasha Sefcovic is an experienced project manager, business analyst, and scientist with a background in bioinformatics. She currently supports the Food and Drug Administration as the project manager for five software systems.

**Contact:** Sefcovic_Natasha@bah.com

**Andrew Doy, MPH**, a graduate of the Bloomberg School of Public Health, Andrew works at the intersection of health care policy and big data. He works to increase access to care and uses quality improvement to drive health care transformation and improve the system for the patients it serves.

**Contact:** Doy_Andrew@bah.com

**Marlene Aquino, MBA,** a graduate of the Johns Hopkins University, is a strategy consultant with Booz Allen Hamilton. For more than 15 years, she has worked with federal, commercial and international clients to develop and implement large-scale business transformations. In April 2016, Marlene was asked to oversee the business operations and strategic initiatives for Booz Allen’s Civil Commercial Group. Marlene is passionate about JHU’s role in defining her story and is thrilled to support the careers of future JHU leaders.

**Contact:** Aquino_Marlene@bah.com
How To Apply for a Position at Booz Allen Hamilton

➢ HandShake (if applicable): Please drop your resume to be considered for campus interviews in October!

➢ Johns Hopkins Carey Business School
   • Apply via Carey Compass: [http://carey.jhu.edu/career-development/students/](http://carey.jhu.edu/career-development/students/)
   • On-Campus Interviews: October 21st

➢ If you do not have access to HandShake or Carey Compass, please apply:
   • Booz Allen Hamilton Career Site: [http://www.boozallen.com/careers](http://www.boozallen.com/careers)